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t was Doctor Seuss who once said “you will never know the value of a moment until it becomes a memory.”

Around this time, with the year coming to an end, it is a good time to ask yourself: What was your most

memorable moment? Recently, an acquaintance asked me a very interesting question. He asked “do you have

five memories that you can never forget?” I spent the whole night chewing over this question, and then I thought

of something I do have some memories which would be remembered in the future. One of them is the Herald. I have been a

reporter at the Herald since 2013. 2013 is also the year I entered PKNU. I met many people and was lucky enough to have

many experiences over the past three years. The experiences I had at Pukyong Herald have made a large contribution toward

my life values. Over the past three years, the Herald has become a place like my home, as well as a best friend and a signature

for me.

How about you? I believe that the lover, the friend or the goal could be the signature for someone. The more you work hard

and spend time doing what you love, the greater your signature will be. According to the book ‘The Little Prince’, the little

prince said, “You’re beautiful, but you’re empty...One couldn’t die for you. Of course, an ordinary passerby would think my

rose looked just like you. But my rose, all on her own, is more important than all of you together, since she’s the one I’ve

watered. Since she’s the one I put under glass, since she’s the one I sheltered behind the screen. Since she’s the one for whom

I killed the caterpillars (except the two or three butterflies). Since she is the one I listened to when she complained, or when she

boasted, or even sometimes when she said nothing at all. Since she is my rose.” I hope you also have a signature like the little

prince and the rose. Someone might say, “I lived life to the fullest, but there is nothing that I can leave.” Or “The thing I spent

much time is trifling, so that cannot be my signature.” I think that it does not matter whether your signature is the former or the

latter. The time spent working hard does not disappear, even if you failed at what you were trying to do. The memory that you

have is brilliant in itself. Also, it is okay that the thing I spent most of your time on is not academic. The memory of love and

the achievement after learning a guitar would be a memory that can make you happy. However, if you do not think anything

about these memories, I would advise you to set up a goal and try to achieve it. It does not matter what your goal is. You will

shine whenever you work hard.

Ending the last editorial for me, I would like to pass along a request to the heraldians. It is always a bumpy road issuing a

magazine, and also the troubles involved in the process of issuing a magazine will bother you. However, the Herald will go on

someone can smile reading the articles in it, because you are a reporter at the Herald now. In the future, when you think of the

Herald, I hope the herald is something that is meaningful signature to you. 
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‘What is a human’ is a cultural subject about understanding

humans. Each department with 10 professors teaches this

class. ‘What is a human’ was designed in March, 2015 at PKNU.

Let’s check out this lecture’s characteristics. 

There are two reasons for this lecture. The first is a discussion

lesson that talks about one’s own story and thinks about synthetically

fundamental problems human beings have. Nowadays, general

lectures are cramming education, but ‘what is a human’ is not like

the general lectures. The second reason is for total understanding

about humans not limited to one part about ‘I’ which is interesting

for university students. 

The teaching style of  ‘what is a human’ is that each professor

from each department gives a lecture weekly. The first class is the

human form in biology and the second class is the human form is

philosophy. In addition, there is the human form in history, literature,

economics, law, medicine, psychology and robotics. Every week this

lecture has class for three hours. Of the three hours, two hours are

with the professor and one hour is for discussion. University students

have continuous debating time every week. ‘What is a human’ is

three credits. Also, the test is in the form of essay questions that

express individual’s own thoughts. The current evaluation method is

relative evaluation, but the evaluation method will change in 2016.

A big difference from other classes is ‘discussion’. Unlike other

classes, ‘what is a human’ is possible critical thinking training. Also,

this class has the advantage of meeting 10 professors to talk about

only one topic. 

Nam song-woo, the professor of Department of Korean Language

and Literature said, “Nowadays, many university students prefer easy

credit classes or classes showing images. However, this lecture is

about understanding humans for oneself. Students attending last

lecture said that it is so hard to prepare discussion, but there are a lot

of lessons after this class. Many students do not know this class, but

I want many PKNU students to know this class.” 

Culture Reporter ●  Kim Hyo-min ●  khm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

New Class ‘What is a Human’

Campus News Campus News

From September 1 this year, previous web mail service of PKNU

became a part of Pukyong Google Apps (PGA). Now that the

Information and Computing Institute of PKNU has introduced

PGA, students can use this high quality of Cloud service whenever

they need to.

PGA belongs to Google Apps For Education (GAFE) which is a

policy of Google to provide educational groups with Google Apps

for free. If it is not GAFE, Google Apps provide most services at a

cost: Customized e-mail address based on user domain for business;

Storage capacity which can store 30GB of documents and mails and

so on. Only some web applications like G-mail, Google Drive are

provided for free. However, anyone who is PKNU student can use

these all services for free, because PGA is for educational purposes.

The web mail received a lot of complaints in the past. It could

only be used online, not on the mobile, and had 500MB capacity

which was too small to use. Also, because it was operated by one

server, there were many service defects that occurred frequently.

These defects placed a huge burden on PKNU. However, PGA can

be used via the web and mobile and has bigger capacity. It provides

continuous and stable service every day, because it is operated by

several servers not just one. Also, PKNU can lighten the burden of

financial problems, because Google is now in charge of all

maintenance and management costs. One of many advantages is that

PKNU Students can use PGA for free even after they graduate with

a lot of optional services of Google: Drive, Calendar, Docs, Site,

Talk/Hangout, Groups, Google’s translator and YouTube.

Despite the many advantages of PGA, most of the students still

do not know about PGA. In this regard, team leader of the

Information service, Lee Sang-dong said, “I hope students will find

using Google Apps for free by PGA very convenient.”

News Reporter ●  Ha Su-min ●  hsm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

Free Google Apps of PKNU

In the PVC ECO Design Award 2015, hosted by Korea

Environment Corporation for the first time, Kim Jeong-eun

(Department of Industrial Design, 11) received the grand prize for

inventing “Wave Box”.

Wave Box is a fish box made of closed-net or closed- plastic

(PVC, PP), and the bottom of it is designed with a wave-shape made

using a stamping technique. Wave Box is effective in maintaining

the freshness of fish, because its wave-shaped bottom allows for a

block of ice to be evenly placed on it. Also, it has economic feasibility

and can recirculate resources by reusing the nuisance of ocean with

its closed-net. 

The biggest problem of existing fish boxes is the propagation of

bacteria caused by water. To solve this problem and improve

sanitation, Wave Box was also designed with small holes like a

dense net, so water could be leaked out easily. In addition, Wave box

is lighter and easier to use for fishermen than the existing fish box.

Another feature of Wave Box is that it can be used as a stand by

turning it after moving the fish to market. 

Kim Jeong-eun (Department of Industrial Design, 11) said, “I

usually tend to try to look around with an unconventional

perspective. When I went to a waterfront or fishery market such as

Gijang or Jagalchi Market, I thought ‘Is it possible for wasted net to

be used more valuably?’, and these thoughts became the idea of this

work.” Also, she had advice for people who will prepare for next

year’s competition saying, “I think that a habit for looking around

with an unconventional perspective unlike others makes a good

result.”

News Reporter ●  Sung Jee-hye ●  sjh_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

‘Wave Box’ Made of Closed-Net

Two proud PKNU students won the grand prize in the ‘2015

Changchulluram Contest’ which was held at the Small

Buissness Training Institute under the supervision of the PKNU

foundation support group. Yoon Jae-geun(Department of

Metallurgical Engineering, 09) and Kim Sang-hwan(Department of

Materials System Engineering, 09) are the winners. They received

attention by developing a code, which can provide access to products

and service information easier and faster than the existing Quick

Response(QR) code, called “Incode”.

Incode is a four digit alphanumerical string that differs from QR

code, a black and white cross stripe pattern that a smartphone

recognizes. It is a user based code system which links you to an

advertisements specific information or guidance information when

you input the four digits shown in the advertisement. Smartphone

cameras have problems recognizing QR codes when they are too far

away, too dark or bright, leaned or when moving. Incode

compensates for these defects by only having to remember four

digits so you can get the information that you want without

restrictions like time, place, distance and so on.

When an informer who becomes the main agent creates a four

digit code through Incode, it functions as a connection link. It

provides a variety of information that could not be offered otherwise

in a particular advertisement through the code. The user can get the

information more quickly, easy and accurately through the

application by the code written on the advertisement. However, the

1.6 million codes that you can make with numbers and letters, did

not seem enough, so they are working hard on a solution.

Developer Yoon Jae-geun said, “I have been interested in setting

up a business since I was young. There were a lot of inconveniences

when QR code was released, so I always thought how to solve these

problems and by this I made Incode. I am very delighted that

Incode’s got the grand prize by receiving a favorable evaluation and

I am also very thankful to my teammate, too.” 

Culture Reporter ●  Choi Ji-min ●  jmc_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

‘Incode’ Developed by PKNU Students
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Editor-in-Chief ●  Son Jang-eun ●  sje_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

ow the entire world is at war. During the 19th century, countries fought each other to take territory for

their economy, on the other hand, now companies and governments make wars to achieve a dominant

position in the mobile platform market which has grown dramatically. The typical examples are the

war between Apple and Google; the war between European Union (EU) and Google. The Android OS

is an open source mobile operating system that developed by Google. By opening a core technology

so that it can be built on by other firms, the platform owner enables external innovation that can help to create value

around the platform itself. In mobile, it is this external innovation that is behind the rise of ecosystems over the last five

years, with the platform at the center of multiple parties utilizing and transacting over it. 

N
On the contrary, Apple’s integrated platform of hardware, operating system, and app store has remained essentially closed and

tightly controlled, with lower reach but a higher-end customer base, enabling developers and content suppliers to more easily

monetize their products and services. Microsoft, BlackBerry and Symbian have been squeezed in between. Full details of the

two wars can be seen on the back pages. 

▲ Spectrum of Platform Openness and Reach Versus Monetisation Potential
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We now live in a mobile communications

world characterized by ecosystems, drawing

closer participants at multiple levels of the

value chain. It is reasonable that there is a

lot of competition in mobile computing in

mature markets across Europe, the US and

parts of Asia, where smartphones now

account for over half of handset sales and

continue to rise. And also, as the competition

on the OS grows competition of mobile

content increases. The global mobile content

market was worth 6.5 billion dollar in 2011

and is expected to reach 18.6 billion dollar

in 2017, growing at a Compound Annual

Growth Rate (CAGR) of 19.0 percent from

2011 to 2017. Mobile games are expected to

be the largest market segment at 11.4 billion

dollar in 2017.

A platform means “a group of technologies that are used as a base

upon which other applications, processes or technologies are developed.”

In personal computing, a platform is the basic hardware   and software

on which software applications can be run. Computers use specific

Central Processing Units (CPUs) that are designed to run specific

machine language code. In order for the computer to run software

applications, the applications must be in that CPU’s binary coded

machine language. Thus, historically, application programs written for

one platform would not work on a different platform. Therefore, a mobile

platform is described as an OS or operating system: Android by Google,

iPhone OS (iOS) by Apple, Windows Mobile OS by Microsoft. 

These mobile platforms have evolved into a duopoly, with Google and

Apple the main beneficiaries. According to GSMA Intelligence, it is clear

that Google and Apple have established a duopoly, now accounting for

over 90 percent of smartphone sales worldwide. Google’s business is the

internet and data, and Android is the main route to it in mobile. Android

now accounts for around 80 percent of smartphone sales globally, with

these mainly occupying the mid and low end range. Apple’s business is

selling devices, and while its market share in smartphones is much lower

than Android at 13 percent, this is in major part, because it occupies the

high end, with the iPhone price point remaining around 600 dollar

over successive versions of the device.

The wars going on around the world to take a dominant position in the whole mobile market which
has grown every year and is expected to become a market with a large amount of scale. The wars
can be divided into two types according to the principal agent of wars: a corporation versus a
corporation and a corporation versus a government. 

First, the classic example of a war between a corporation and another corporation is Google and
Apple. Let’s read this article. “With iOS nine out in the wild, Google investors are right to wonder
just how afraid they should be. But they should not let their fears get the better of them. Since going
public 11 years ago, Google has repeatedly warned its investors about the threat of technology that
can block Internet ads, the company’s lifeblood. Yet ad blocking it has not posed much of a problem
for Google so far. The company’s advertising business has ballooned to 59 billion dollar in revenue
last year from 3.1 billion dollar in 2004. Google has even played an active role with the technology
it warns its investors about in annual securities filings. In 2008, Google launched its Chrome desktop
browser, which allows users to block or limit certain types of ads. Chrome now has about 56 percent
of the desktop browser market, according to Stat Counter. But the release of Apple’s latest mobile
operating system this week has renewed the question of how perilous ad blocking will be. First
shown to the public in June, iOS nine allows developers to build apps that can block ads within the
iPhone’s Safari browser. Users appear interested; iOS nine became available to download on
Wednesday. By Thursday morning, three ad-blocking apps had jumped to the list of top 20 paid
downloads on the company’s App Store. What impact that could have on Google or any other Internet
company or publisher that depends on advertising remains to be seen. But Barclay’s analyst Paul
Vogel estimates that barely nine percent of desktop Internet users currently employ ad-blocking
technology, despite its widespread availability. He also projects that if mobile ad blocking exceeded
desktop penetration, the combined impact on Google’s advertising revenue would approach only 1.5
percent over the next two years. That is a view that should click with Google’s investors.”
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Next, it is necessary to look at an example of a war, ‘of a corporation versus a government’.

Most governments have a Fair Trade Commission (FTC) to protect their economy and restrict

unfair trade. The FTC formulates and administers competition policies, deliberates, decides, and

handles antitrust cases. Recently, the FTC strengthens monitoring over abuse of monopolistic

power and IPR abuses in newly emerging fields such as mobile platform and enforces laws based

on principle. The classic case is the war between the European Union (EU) and Google. We also

need to read this article to know what happened.

“A company that has participated in an anti-competitive agreement and so infringed

competition law may have to pay a fine. The Commission's fining policy is aimed at punishment

and deterrence,” the EC states (Emphasis not ours). The fines Google may face if found to have

infringed competition law would surely be in the billions. The EU can impose fines of up to 30

per cent of the company’s annual sales. These get worse for repeat offenders. “The starting point

for the fine is the percentage of a company's annual sales of the product concerned in the

infringement (up to 30 percent). This is then multiplied by the number of years and months

the infringement lasted.” So the key word is deterrence. The EU will be seeking a change

in behavior from Google and an end to the (currently alleged) practices of abusing its

dominant positions in various online and software markets. Any findings against

Google are highly likely to be challenged in the European Court of Justice in

Luxembourg. The dominance of the Android operating system gives Google

a unique position in the smartphone and tablet market. Despite Android

being marketed as open source, there are some caveats for manufacturers.

The core OS ships with YouTube, Google Maps, Gmail, Search

and many other Google core apps which are certainly not

open source. While the tight integration of those services

is part of the appeal for many Android users, it

undoubtedly makes it more difficult for rival

developers to make their own apps visible

and thus to succeed in the marketplace. 

For example, the current landscape makes it very difficult for Microsoft’s Outlook, OneDrive

and Bing to gain traction in the top five European nations, where Android accounts for more than

71 per cent of smartphone sales. Meanwhile, other manufacturers who wish to push their own

services over Google’s can be denied permission to those popular branded apps via the Google

Play Services API. Google calls it the “anti-fragmentation clause” and it is why Amazon can not

make Gmail, YouTube or Google Maps available on the Kindle Fire. Indeed, to gain access to

the full Android package, manufacturers have to play by Google’s rules, which include making

Google the default search engine. 

According to the latest report from counterpoint research, Samsung shipped 88.3 million smartphone

units (24.40 percent) and LG shipped 15.4 million smartphone units (4.50 percent) in the first quarter of

2015. Despite these encouraging figures, it failed to enter or only reaches a low percent share in mobile

platform market. As noted above, the mobile platform market has a very high entrance level, so that

companies have difficulty to access. In fact, Samsung announced in June 2012 intentions to merge ‘Bada’

which is the OS developed by Samsung into the Tizen project, but would meanwhile use its own Bada

operating system, in parallel with Google Android OS and Microsoft Windows Phone, for its smartphones.

All Bada-powered devices are branded under the Wave name, but not all of Samsung's Android-powered

devices are branded under the name Galaxy. On February 25, 2013, Samsung announced that it will stop

developing Bada, moving development to Tizen instead. Bug reporting was finally terminated in April

2014. Of course, it is hard to develop a mobile OS and commercialize it, but if a corporation can do that,

it will be able to remain in a dominant market position stably. To achieve that, it takes a lot of effort for

not only corporations, but also the government. 

A corporation should try to develop a mobile OS and have it be used widely. Because of the market

characteristics, the development costs a lot to start up, while it is a risky business. Despite this, it is

necessary to continue to invest heavily in developing differentiated OS’s and cooperate with companies

which develop applications or the other mobile contents for its commercialization. Also, the government

needs to support the companies in the way of restricting some companies that commit unfair transactions

in mobile platform market. In order to maintain the dominant position as a leader in information technology

(IT) and make great advances in economy, Korea has to enter the mobile platform wars which are going

on, in many places of the world. 

The EU is looking into whether Google’s tactics were designed to intentionally stifle competition in the

mobile market. The question the Commission will consider is whether Google is doing enough, in its

dominant position, to live up to the requirement to make users aware of alternative services. Margrethe

told the Wall Street Journal: “[Android] is a different creature than the Google case because people do not

think so much about the operating system on their phone. But those who produce phones or sell phones

or develop applications, they are very preoccupied with the operating system. So we give that a high

priority.” Of course, Google has pointed to Apple’s similar tactics and claims there are less Google

‘baseline’ apps pre-installed on Android phones than Apple puts on iPhones. This is an undeniable fact. It

also claims its ‘out of the box experience’ and suite of apps helps its manufacturing partners to compete

with Apple, which is, of course, more subjective. In August it posted a 150-page rebuttal claiming the

allegations were ‘wrong’ and ‘unfounded’”

<References>

Articles - Apple iOS 9 and Ad-Blocking: How Afraid Should Google Be? (The Wall Street Journal)

- Google and the EU: What could antitrust investigations mean for the tech giant? (Trusted Reviews)

Theses - Mobile Platform Wars (GSMA Intelligence)

- The Android Mobile Platform (Benjamin Speckmann)
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Culture Reporter

Choi Ji-min

jmc_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

Nowadays when you see music television shows, you can see many programs related to hip hop, such as ‘Show Me

the Money’ on Mnet. Through this program, many artists and underground hip hoppers have received more public

interest. As hip hop’s degree of concern rose, it became a trend not only in music, but also in fashion and so on.

In 1970, black people’s human rights problem got solved, but there were still many problems left for the racial equality

to get solved in American society. Black people suffered from suppression and poverty because of the human rights

problem, so they started expressing their dissatisfaction in their own way. Since 1980, a huge cultural phenomenon

called “Hip hop” that includes music, dance and fashion was made.

• Hip Hop Music
In the early 1970s, disco music was very popular in New York. Disc Jockeys (DJs) usually played disco music in

clubs or parties, especially DJ Kool Herk from Jamaica played parts only with beats often. During the instrumental,

people used to shout out to work the crowd up. In this moment, DJ Hollywood used to say the word “hip” and “hop”.

From this the word hip hop has been arisen. For more excitement, people started to put in lyrics, from then on, hip hop

music became a music genre. In 1978, hip hop music got developed in earnest by the release of the first hip hop album

“Rapper’s Delight” of Sugerhill. 

• Hip Hop Dance (B-Boying)
When DJ Kool Herk started to emphasize the break part (the part only with the beat) people gathered in the center of

the dance floor and danced. They called those dancers “Break-Boy” in other words “B-Boy” and the dance b-boys did

was called as “B-Boying” or “Breaking”. “B-Boy Spy”, known as the first b-boy, invented basic skills of b-boying.

Through the ‘1980s, when it started to get popular from all over the world by the media’s concentrated interest, b-boying

got known by the wrong name “Breakdance”. After, it then caught on with the younger generation and further on it

became a global culture. In the late 1980s’, the public lost interest in b-boying and it became a onetime trend, but from

1990s powerful b-boy teams from Europe appeared, and became active worldwide again. In the late 1990s, it spread

over America, Europe, Japan and Korea currently still holds its place globally.

• Hip Hop Fashion
When you say hip hop fashion, typically there is “Oversize fashion”, which is wearing clothes

bigger than your body size. In this fashion’s origin, there are two theories. One is the “jail theory”.

In America when racial discrimination was severe, lots of black criminals were housed in prison.

When they got their prison uniform, they could not measure every body’s size, so they unavoidably

got bigger uniforms. In principle, they were not allowed to wear belts, so they had to wear loose

pants hanging under their underwear. From here, hip hop pants fashion was derived.

The other one is the “stock theory”. In the early 1990s, when the clothing industry was flourishing,

in the outskirts of the cities clothing stores used to sell famous brand off-season clothes with a 90

percent discount. Especially, black people bought famous brand maker clothes that they could not

even conceive. However, it was hard to find well fitted clothes and they could not afford repairing

expenses, so they had to wear clothes not fitted to their body. They were satisfied with wearing

them by folding or tightening their waistbands. At that time a famous amateur rapper appeared on

a stage wearing these clothes, and since then it became a kind of a fashion.

These days’ hip hop’s awareness has increased in Korea. Many hip hop related idols get a debut

and music shows based on hip hop such as ‘Show Me the Money’ or ‘Unpretty Rap Stars’ are

broadcasted. Hip hops lexical semantic is to “hop” your “hip”. Now that you know how the hip hop

culture emerged, I would like you to enjoy this culture more.
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Zoom In

News Reporter ●  Ha Su-min ●  hsm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

Whether parallel theory is true still cannot be proven. However, at least once in a life time,

it is worth thinking about how it affects us to predict our own destiny through someone who

seems to have a similar life with us. In the case of Frank Joseph, predicting his own death

can be seen positive in that he was able to avoid death and live a long life. On the other hand,

the life of a person might flow meaninglessly if they know the real life story of the other

person whose life is similar to them.

“Destiny is not a fixed one, but a pioneered one by oneself.” This is a famous line of the

movie Parallel theory. If parallel theory is really true, avoiding dangers in advance could be

good. However, pioneering our life and hoping for a brighter future can also provide a good

reason to adjust our attitude. Since we all only have one life to live! 

The destiny of the scholar, Frank Joseph who discovered

parallel theory first, was also matched with other people.

While writing a paper about Atlantis which was his main

interest, he found out about Igunachiuseu Donnelly, a person

who lived 100 years ago and realized that the destiny of

Igunachiuseu was almost the same as his!

After Frank found about Igunachiuseu’s life, he was

worried he would die of a heart attack just as Igunachiuseu

did. Therefore, he always took drugs preparing for sudden

heart attack. Finally, he was able to avoid his own death!

He became free from his own theory by preventing his

own death!

In reality, many people have similar destinies, except for

some numerical parts. However, some people who oppose

parallel theory argue that the similar things are just a

coincidence or numbering game. In the case of Lincoln

and Kennedy, critics said that they had many things in

common, but a lot more differences, so it is hard to

consider that they lived the same life. Also, in the case of

Igunachiuseu and Frank Joseph, they said that Frank

intentionally used Igunachiuseu as an example to justify

parallel theory. Nevertheless, people still wonder how their

lives will flow and have questions about the possibility of

predicting their own destiny by parallel theory.

Zoom In  Zoom In  
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Igunachiuseu Donnelly Frank Joseph
(His past name was Igunachiuseu Joseph) 

November 13, 1831 Birth Date November 13, 1931
Archeologist Job Archeologist

Atlantis Interesting
Field Atlantis

Golden Fountain Pen Present for 
57th Birthday Golden Fountain Pen

Philadelphia 108 Street Address During
Childhood Philadelphia 108 Street

January 1, 1901, 
By a sudden heart attack

Date and
Cause of  
Death

January 1, 2001, 
By a sudden heart attack 

(But he is still alive)
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‘Bae Yong-joon ♥ Park Su-jin is a match made in heaven? Even parallel theory…’ This

news title draws people’s attention due to the fact that not only is the couple destined

to be life-long mates, but they also have many things in common. ‘Parallel theory’ is written in

the title to indicate people who have many things in common. It is an idea that arouses people’s

curiosity. Parallel theory was first discovered by Frank Joseph in the 1800s. Since then, it has

attracted the world’s attention. In Korea, since the movie parallel theory was released in 2010,

this theory has been an interesting matter for many people to think about and discuss. 

In fact, the real meaning of ‘parallel theory’ is different from the word ‘parallel theory’ of the

news title. The real meaning is that it is possible for destinies of two people who live in different

periods to flow in the same pattern.

Abraham Lincoln    John F. Kennedy

1846 Congressman
Election Year 1946

1861 President Election 1961

Andrew Johnson, 1808 Name and Birth Date of
Vice Presidents  Lyndon B. Johnson, 1908

1839 Birth Date of Assassins 1939

♥

Representative characters of parallel theory are two famous

presidents of the USA, Abraham Lincoln and John F. Kennedy.  The

destinies of these two people were repeated through an interval of 100

years.

In addition to numerical correlations,

their direction in life was very similar.

They married in 30, before becoming

President and managed a family with four

children each. Afterwards, they were

inaugurated as President and walked in

similar political directions. They opposed

slavery and both were related to the war

that both broke out between the north and

the south respectively: the Civil War and

Vietnam War. Also, when 40 years passed

after marriage, their wives died, and only

one children of each family lived by 40.

They both died of gunshot wounds by

assassins on a Friday at Ford’s Theater

and in a Ford car, respectively.
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China-Siheyuan, Tulou 
Traditional houses of China differ according to the area condition and

size of people. Tradition houses of the north follow siheyuan of Han

Chinese from around Beijing. Siheyuan is a house type embodied

system of confucianism. Form of siheyuan is that east, west, south and

north is surrounded by rooms and has a square garden in the center.

However, it is slightly different according to geographical conditions.

In the case of north area where temperature is low, people make a big

garden in the center to get much more sunshine. In the case of south

area where temperatures are high, people make smaller gardens.

Therefore, cool shade is retained. South area follows the basic form of

siheyuan that is composed of four buildings and builds up a wall to avoid

strong sunshine. Also, the inside of the house is developed like tulou of

multi-family house getting minimum sunshine. Unique form of tulou

has the purpose of defense. Therefore, it has only one gate.

Tradition was created by our ancestors to give us wisdom. A good example is a house.

There are traditional houses matching the climate of each country and area. I want to

introduce Asia to you some traditional houses.

Culture Reporter ●  Kim Hyo-min ●  khm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr
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Korea-Hanok
Hanok is a house with Korean tradition style of architecture.

Usually, it follows the rules building with its back to the mountain

and facing the water. The most significant characteristic is ondol

combined heating system and cooling system. So, Koreans could go

through winter by using ondol and the summer by floor. Wealthy

families used tile-roof. While, ordinary families usually used

thatched roof. Thatched roof prevents heat loss in the winter and

blocks the intense sunlight. Also, thatched roof is used as material

for the roof, because it is easy to get. Also, rain does not percolate in

the roof paid attention especially to ventilation. Considering the

mountains and the hills around the house, it was made for the wind

to flow around the house not between the buildings. 
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Japan-Ryokan
Japan’s structure differs in each area. However, a feature that is

important is ventilation rather than heating because of a climate of high

humidity. Therefore, the house is constructed using airy wood timber.

Bathing culture developed in order to win summer when sweats are not

dry easily and the cold winters. Japan’s representative example is tadami.

Tadami is quadrangle mat covered floor in Japan. Absorption of tadami

is excellent and tadami controls the humidity of the room. Therefore, it

is cool in summer and warm in winter. Also, another example is kotachen.

kotachen makes the lower half of the body warm and it is a medium for

making the familial harmonious. We can see gassoyo house in a mountain

area. Gassyo has a sharp roof like put two hands together. Because the

roof has a sharp slant, it stands heavy snow fall. However, traditional

houses of Japan change a modern style.

Mongolia- Ger
A Mongolian houses made with leather of stock and fur, because

Mongolia has a very cold local climate. Especially, ger is easy to fix

the house since Mongolians move according to continuously climate

change. Ger is made mostly wood. Also, ger has vents on the house.

Figuratively speaking, it is like a hat. Ger is an expression of the

nomad’s kindness, because the door is always open and everybody

can come in house. Also, the house is constructed with a chimney a

round to the end. The chimney is only to close lid if it is raining and

raindusting. We can see the sky in house, because it is usually open.
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Nowadays, many traditions were lost but a little tradition is left. For example, we can see the hanok at Jeonju

and Gyeongju in Korea. In the case of China, we can see the siheyuan and tulou at Beijing or Xiamen. In the case

of Japan, we can see the ryokan at Osaka and so on. When you go to these places, you can feel traditional. On the

other hand, Mongolia has many great traditions still alive. 
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1. Come into or be in contact with 

2. Affect or concern

3. Produce feelings of affection, gratitude, or sympathy in

〈Main Model〉Son Wan-ic, Lee Eun-i

Touch● Editor-in-Chief

●  Son Jang-eun

●  sje_herald@pukyong.ac.kr
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Skewed

‘Passion Pay’

These days, the biggest worry for the younger generation is employment. The youth unemployment rate is serious

enough to say that the youth unemployment rate reached record highs year after year. In such unemployment

crisis, young people are more desperate to get a job than anyone else. However, businesses and society are exploiting

the labor of job applicants through low-wage or unpaid labor using the urgency of job applicants. Such low-wage labor

exploitation is just “passion pay”. Although “passion pay” means paying for passion, between young people it means

to take a low salary for no other reason than that they have passion. These problems have existed in the past, but we can

know how serious the labor exploitation of the younger generation is through the appearance of the neologism “passion

pay”.

This year, “passion pay” is still an issue. Wemakeprice’s (Wemap) which is a Social Commerce Company, controversy

is one example. Wemap gave a probationary period of two weeks to 11 new hire salespeople, and they had an employee-level

work. During the probationary period, new employees worked more than 14 hours. However, two weeks later, Wemap

fired all the new employees, giving only 550,000 won salaries, for the reason that they did not meet the criteria. This is

a situation that Wemap used only the enthusiasm of the new employees to hire them. 

Of course, the “passion pay” issue is widespread in public institutions as well as businesses. It became controversial

that the embassy of the Republic of Korea in France, an overseas public agency, had recruited interns that worked unpaid

for three months. Qualifications for application that the embassy demands are Koreans who are not disqualified for

French residence and have French proficiency with computer literacy. I think that it is unfair for applicants to work as

unpaid volunteers, not even receiving a minimum wage. 
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The reason that society and businesses abuse “passion pay” is in the social and

institutional background of South Korea. First of all, the current institution that protects

interns or probationers in South Korea is at an insufficient level. Provisions in the

existing labor laws do not have the legal status and rights of interns in detail. Therefore,

it is not easy to punish the companies that hire interns in an unfair way. The following

result is this example. This year the Ministry of Employment and Labor (MEL)

implemented a supervision telling how a company that employs interns can violate the

labor law. As a result, 131 out of all 151 companies violated the labor law. However,

the companies that were uncovered received no penalty other than correction measures. 

The following is a social background. Currently, the labor market of South Korea is

overflowing with job seekers, but the number of jobs is limited. The supply and demand

situation does not fit. In this situation, businesses want to hire competitive people who

can make a good record right after joining the company. Therefore, the younger

generation cannot help but to participate in the intern system to have qualifications that

companies want. It is also not easy for the government to intervene. If the government

gets involved, the company says that recruitment will be stiff.

All social issues need a lot of time and effort to solve. I think

that the “passion pay” issue also needs the time and effort

of companies and the government. The government has to specifically

revise the relevant provisions of the intern. Companies should

concede passion and talent that young generation has, and must

give the appropriate compensation that is suitable for it. If the

“passion pay” issue is improved through the effort of the government

and companies, I believe it would be a little bit of a consolation to

the young generation that works hard in an unemployment

crisis.

The United States is working to prevent the exploitation of

interns through regulation of the Fair Labor Standards Act, that

interns have the nature of training and should not replace regular

workers. France makes employers make a written agreement

with interns, and Japan made companies to comply with labor

laws even when owners offer labor that is for the purpose of

training. However, South Korea has no penalties other than

corrective actions for companies that were caught with minimum

wage violations for interns. As other countries have protected

interns in their own way, South Korea should protect interns by

defining specifically relevant provisions in the current labor

laws. After making specific legal provisions, it is also important

to ensure that companies comply with the law.

Column Column

  News Reporter

Sung Jee-hye

sjh_herald@pukyong.ac.kr



A Hand to Pet Me

Have you ever seen a piece of news about cruelly mistreating

an animal? For example, the so called “Gaemakgeollineo”

was starving her dogs for a week, feeding them Makgeolli and

then uploaded their painful vomiting pictures to social networking

services (SNS) to attract the attentions of people. According to

an article in The Segye Times, 9553 pets in Seoul city in 2014

were abandoned and almost half of them were euthanized or died.

Only 2478 pets, a 25 percent probability, found a new owner. The

rate of returning them to their families does not reach 10 percent.

Although we faced the “10 million of companion animal society”

where 20 percent of the public raise pets, the acts of mistreating and

abandoning them like the above news happens endlessly and the

problems caused are at a serious level that cannot be ignored.

There are many social problems related to animal mistreating

and abandoning: dangers of spreading infectious diseases from

the abandoned pets, inconveniences to local residents and

increases to management expenses of the abandoned pets.

According to the Yeosu MBC News, four dogs in Yeosu city’s

abandoned animal shelter died from the “parvo virus epidemic” in

May 16, 2015. Reported by the Jeju newspaper, people were

interfered with by abandoned pets when they run in front of

vehicles. Seogwipo city has received many complaints about pet

barking at passerby, and the neglect of dead animal carcasses.

According to The Chosun Times, more than 80,000 animals are

left and cost more than 100 billion won a year for adoptions and

euthanasia. Most of all, the pain and fear of the pets from the

sadistic mistreatments and irresponsible abandonments may not be

able to be explained by any words. We should think about these

problems that could be expanded much bigger and serious

dimensions.

We should find the solutions to prevent the mistreatments and

abandonments of companion animals. The most fundamental

solution is seriously thinking about adoption to break a vicious

cycle of the illegal pet trading, where dogs are kept in small

confined cages and forced to breed to make puppies to be sold.

The more choices that are made to choose an adoption rather than

a place like a “puppy factory”, the fewer pets that will suffer from

the trade.If someone’s circumstances causes them to not be able

to raise their pet anymore, he or she should take them to an animal

rights group through regular procedure instead of abandoning

them.

Lastly, when an effort to make a society recognize animals

as a companion is practiced, fundamental eradication of animal

mistreatments and abandonments can be realized. The first method

is to directly participate in the campaigns relating to animal protection. 

International Reporter ●  Choi Soo-bin ●  csb_herald@pukyong.ac.kr
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Thoughts On Thoughts On

DPARKS

10 percent of the profits from the ‘SAVE ME’ product

of DPARKS are used to rescue abandoned pets and buy

food for Korea Animal Rights Advocates (KARA), which

is an animal protection citizen group. They sell card

necklaces, tumblers, cell phone cases, and bracelets at a

price of about 10,000 to 20,000 won. 

BOMGOM

The second method is to indirectly sponsor the life of the abandoned animals by purchasing various merchandise relating to animal

protection. 

Animal Rights Culture Festival
On May 31 this year, the second animal rights culture festival aimed to deliver a sense of respect

for life and the promotion of policies relating to animals. It operated events like free animal health

checks, an animal hair salon, companion animal campaign culture, abandoned pets adoption campaign

and so forth. 

Animal Film Festival in Suncheon
In May 22 ~28 of last year, the third animal film festival in Suncheon

that promoted communicating closely with nature, animal and human

and suggested the relationship and meaning between animal and human

was operated. A variety of events like the biggest industrial exhibition

for companion animals in Honam district, where people could walk

with them in the Suncheon garden, and an athletic meet for them

was conducted. 

10 percent of the profits from the animal series in BOM-

GOM are donated to the Ulsan abandoned pets shelters

or the abandoned dogs and cats shelter and KARA. They

sell echo bags, mugs, key rings, and bracelets at a price of

about 12,000 to 30,000 won.

MOREE

All the profits are used to protect abandoned dogs. A Dear Dog

bracelet from the hope sharing project of MOREE is made of the purple

threads and sells for 15,000 won. Some of the profits are used to fund

the cost of curing and saving dogs. 

Having an interest in news about the animals is, whether you raise them or not, the way to make a society for living together

with them. There are a lot of cruel situations. Although that is an abstract social problem, if you look at it a little bit in detail,

it is just a common situation happening around us. You can do many things with an attitude that is concerned about that.  I hope that

anyone who wants to raise pets makes a wise choice, enjoys happiness with them and shares whatever he or she experiences. 

“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated.”– Mahatma Gandhi 

MISO

MISO is a volunteering club of

Dankook University and sells navy blue,

red wine and mint green colored

bracelets at 4,500 won.



This is a representative confinement facility that operated for 80 years since 1908 and originated from

a Gyeongseong prison, but has been redesigned. Now, visitors can see the remains and associated

information of prison personnel and experience different Korean prisons and execution grounds in this

national museum. This has features of a modern architecture and its exhibitions have a precious historical

value as there are only a few remaining prototypes of modern prisons left in the world. Fundamentally,

the facility has symbolic value about sincere peace and freedom as this was used to control the public

by a Japanese imperialist and dictatorship government and this memorizes struggles against improper

power.

132th Answer
Jose Mujica

If you think you know what it is, send the answer to sje_herald@pukyong.ac.kr along with your name,major,
and student ID number before February 20, 2016. One person will be randomly chosen for a 5,000 won
gift certification.

International Reporter ●  Choi Soo-bin ●  csb_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

Cho So-young
(Department of English Language and Literature,13 )

Congratulations!
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The 14th Pukyong 
English Essay Contest

Guess What Essay Contest

25The Pukyong Herald

The 14th Pukyong Essay Contest was held in Hyangpa

409 on Daeyeon Campus on November 21. It was

meaningful that the Pukyong English Essay Contest passed

more than 13 times. The Pukyong English Essay Contest will

keep going on hold in every year and help all university

students in Busan and Gyeonsangnam-do.

In this time, about 80 applicants submitted their application

similar with last year. Among the given three topics, they

chose a topic and wrote down their story from 11:00 to 13:00.

Every student writes their great essay during the time and Professor Ha Myung-ja and Professor Ju Woo-jeong

helped to judge essays. In fact, the panel of judges gets difficulty to choose only three winners, because there

was so many excellent writing. Although only three students selected to win the prize, everyone was winner.

The task of judging the essays took a further two hours, and required much deliberation, but in the end,

three essayists went home with prizes. The essay transcript has been included on the following pages for

readers to enjoy. I would like to thank the participants for realizing such a successful event, and also encourage

students of PKNU to put their writing skills to the test in next year’s contest. 

Topics 1. Look at the two definitions below and choose one opinion that you agree with. Then support
your opinion by giving reasons why you agree.

*Conscription system: The compulsory enlistment of people in a national service, most often a military service.
* Volunteer military system: It is one which derives its manpower from volunteers rather than conscription or

mandatory service.

Topics 2. Describe in your opinion, writing your personal information, such as which school you have
graduated from in your resume.

Topics 3. Describe five memories you can leave before you die. (Including what happened in the past
and what you will make in the future.)



Essay Contest Essay Contest
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Today, Republic of Korea stands tall and proud as one of the top 5 countries in terms

of military power. However, it is absolutely crucial for Republic of Korea to uphold

and maintain its military strength because of the neighbouring countries, with Kim Jong

Eun in the North who seeks opportunity all the time to storm his way south to fill his

greed and with Japan, which will execute anything and everything to get Dokdo, which

they call it ‘Takeshma’, into their hands. And what supports the military power of Korea

is the Conscription system, where all Korean men of age 19 to 35 have to serve the national

service for at least two continuous years, if without any severe physical abnormality or

mental disorder. However, there is food for thought. Is the Conscription system necessary

to maintain the military power disregarding all the drawbacks? In my personal opinion,

the answer is no. I therefore support the Volunteer military system.

There are numerous disadvantages of the Conscription system, but one of the major issue is the loss of freedom to choose.

All Korean men, who are healty of course, dedicate two years of their precious youth to the country. This means they will

have to put a pause to whatever dream they had been pursuing. To celebrities and atheletes especially, this pause may mean

a full stop to their career. What would they live on after their military service? Due to this, there are a lot of felony regarding

this matter where people actually pluck out their teeth of dislocate their shoulder, and so on purpose solely to avoid serving

the national service. Even after the two years of gender equality becomes a hot potato. Unlike men who had been serving

the military, women are not obliged to spend their two years of youth to the country and so are more compatible compared

to fellow men. And, lastly, is the country paying men enough to compensate for their loss of time, dream and career and

the gap they will experience once they step on to the society again? All these issue will not be a problem in Voluntary

military system.

Secondly, some of the people in the military cannot take the pressure, often leading them to take extreme measures. The

filtering system to determine whether he/she is fit to serve the military system is for perfect as the news shows. Sergent

Yim is a perfect example for this matter. He could not tolerate stress well and at one point, his bottled up pressure exploded

like a volcano and shot his collegues with his own hands in an attempt to escape. The suicide rate in military is also a

notorious matter where most military personal refuses to speak about.

The people who serve the military are in their twenties and it is heartbreaking to witness the youths taking life of other

or theirs. Is it right to accomodate all the different people with different thoughts, paradigms and views under one roof and

expect them to be all the same? I do not know. However, the Voluntary military system, which only accepts people with

the will to serve the country, not by force, will definitely have less accident/suicidal rate.

Moreover, there exists too much gender discrimination in the Constitution system just becomes the number of men far

outweighs the number of women. There may be a slight difference in terms of physical ability between men and women

but there are a lot of other ways where women are better at in the military. However, some personnel and authorities do not

recognize this and discriminate or even sexually abuse women soldiers. If the system were such that all men and women

are given equal rights to Volunteer for military service, will the gender discrimination take place as much as it is now? 

Lastly, some people may have some other point of view, saying that Constitution system is absolutely necessary to keep

the manpower to it is now. However, I do not believe it is vital. There will definitely be a decrease in manpower, but not in

the overall military strength. The reason is this. With a drop in the manpower, the government can afford to pay more for

the soldiers in the Volunteer system and the government and training camps will be able to focus more on each individual

soldiers rather than a group. This will mean better welfare for the soldiers and he/she will take shorter time to become a

veteran. If this system continues, the will be a point where soldiers are a group of prestigious elites loved by all citizens,

just like the United States of America. Of course, this will call for more volunteers who would love to serve the country

with all their might.

As mentioned above, there is no straightforward answer for this matter. All the systems have their own unique plus and

minus points. Perhaps the author is too ideal. However, l am a person who thinks there is always room for improvement

for everything and nothing is perfect. This matter was, is and will always be a controversy, but will need to be answered at

one point. Nonetheless, as a person who supports Volunteer military system, to eliminate the enforcement of youths to live

two years where they do not wish to, and to exterminate gender discrimination and last but not least, to put suicide and

accident rate in military to a minimum, l whole heartedly support Volunteer military system.

Lee Joon-sung 
(Korea Maritime

& Ocean University)

1st Prize

Topic
Look at the two definitions below and choose one opinion that you agree with. Then support
your opinion by giving reasons why you agree.
*Conscription system: The compulsory enlistment of people in a national service, most often
a military service.

* Volunteer military system: It is one which derives its manpower from volunteers rather
than conscription or mandatory service.
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One year has passed since I became a cub

reporter. The meetings began with a

reporter’s briefing about their own ideas

and new stories. During this time, we share

many ideas. Then, we gave feedback to

each other about what should be included

and how subjects should be covered.

Finally, we selected what sections are best

for each reporter to write about. Of course,

our meetings are more serious and intense

in reality. However, every time I have a

meeting, I feel happy.

On the day we had the interview for

selecting the 56th reporter for Herald, I

thought I would be really nervous. Actually

I was worried all the time, because of the

departure time of the train leaving to my

hometown. We had a simple English test

and then we did the interview. When the

editor-in-chief explained about Herald, it

seemed more complicated and required

much responsibility. However, I never

regretted for coming into Herald since I

have made so many good friends. Being a

reporter in Herald

made me more

hardworking and

sociable than 

before.

After the meeting, we write articles about

the subjects that were covered in the meeting.

At first, we only listed basic information, and

also it was hard to translate the articles into

English. However, as time has gone by, we

have had time to think about how to attract the

readers’ attention and how to find the balance

between objectivity and subjectivity. When

foreigner examines my English article, it is

awkward to dialog in English at first but we

can communicate each other trying to explain

my article with self-confidence.

Although writing places the

biggest burden on us, it is the

most appealing thing to do in

the overall process of making

this magazine.

The first semester 2015 was a tough time for me. It was not

easy for me to adapt to the new environment and to write an

article. However, when thinking of the last semester, there were

many things I learned and obtained in the learning and emotional

aspects. Among them, making Herald mates was most precious

for me. During membership training(MT), we cooked

tteokbokki, ate meat and wrote rolling

paper to each other. Although two nights

and three days may be a short period of time,

it was enough to get to know each other better.

Finally, I want to say that I really enjoyed Herald

activities with my mates during the year. 

The Foundation ceremony is an event

held to celebrate the beginning of The

Pukyong Herald. It is held once a year. It is

one of the most important events for the

Herald. Therefore, there are a lot of things

to take care of, from making a phone call to

seniors of the Herald to preparing talent

show. For talent show, we practiced the

dance of Apink very hard, because we are

bad dancers. The ceremony is always fun

and held in a joyful environment. Here we

can have good talks with our seniors and

eat patbingsu! After

the ceremony ends,

we feel that we are

like a family!

After I became member of the Pukyong Herald, my first order of work was training (TR).

During TR, seniors teach cub reporters the rules of the Herald. Seniors gave us a lot of

information for each section. When I was doing my TR with superiors, I was a little nervous

at first. However, the seniors told us not only information about the Herald, but also

information about the university. It has been very useful and helpful,

and I expect to do well with my future work. Most of all, I feel a

sense of belonging by learning the rules of the Herald. After learning

from my superiors at the Herald, I now know that I want to be a

good senior to incoming juniors. Writing articles is no easy task in

retrospect, but I will make sure to be helpful and have a joyful time.  

Also, Interview training is a little embarrassing incident for me

because l did not do any official interview. It is interesting to make

questions related to the subjects of interview and walk around the

school for reporting.
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Cub Reporters’ Life
International Reporter ●  Choi Soo-bin ●  csb_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

Culture Reporter ●  Kim Hyo-min ●  khm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

Culture Reporter ●  Choi Ji-min ●  jmc_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

News Reporter ●  Ha Su-min ●  hsm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

News Reporter ●  Sung Jee-hye ●  sjh_herald@pukyong.ac.kr



When you solve all the quizzes, you will find the answer among the alphabets in the small

boxes. If you solve the puzzle, circle the correct words with suggested sentences on a sheet of

paper, along with your name, major, student ID number, and cell phone number and drop it off at

the Pukyong Herald office on the third floor of the Navi Center on the Daeyeon Campus. All

puzzle solutions must be submitted on or before February 20, 2016. A student who has the

correct answer will win a 5,000 won gift certificate.

Song Jeong-hyun
(Department of Law, 11) Congratulations, 132th Summer!

여러분이 하고 싶은 말을 영어로 써서 
부경헤럴드로 보내주세요 !

주      제  :  자유
분      량  :  A4 1/3 ~ 1/2
기      간  :  언제든지
보내실 곳 :  sje_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

•성명, 학번, 전공, 연락처 반드시 기재
•채택되신 분께는 문화상품권 5,000원권을 드립니다.

원고모집!
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1.             :  I believe that the lover, the friend, or the goal could be the                     for someone. [Editorial]

2.             : This mobile internet opportunity is the                    point for challengers. [Cover Story]

3.            : In the early 1970s, disco music was very                    in New York. [Culture]

4.            : In reality, many people have similar destinies, except for some                      parts. [Zoom In]

5.            : When you go to these                   , you can feel traditional. [International]

6.            : The Following is a                    background. [Column]

7.            : Video is the most                     in the punishment for animal abuse. [Thoughts On]

8.            : In this time, about 40 applicants submitted their application                    with last year. 
[Essay Contest]

9.            : The first semester 2015 was a                   time for me.[Cub Reporter’s Note]

1.  이   름 (영문) :                                            학 번  :                 

    전   공 :                                                    연락처 :                 

2.  이번 호에서 가장 인상 깊었던 기사 : 

3.  그 이유는 :

4.  이번호에서 아쉬웠던 기사 : 

5.  그 이유는 : 

6.  부경헤럴드에 바라는 기사 주제나 하고 싶은 말이 있다면 간단히 적어주세요.
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Where are you? I’m here to say hello to you. Can you hear me? Not life, but heart. I’m here to pledge my

heart to you. Every time the dusk begins to fall and the winter trees seem to stretch out their white and cold

bones. You know, because it lasts long, all of the harshness is too harsh.

Some Stories 6
written by Han Gang

Editor-in-Chief ●  Son Jang-eun ●  sje_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

The poem is written by Korean originally, and the title is ‘몇 개의 이야기6’.

Although it is not enough to show the real beauty of the poem, I translated the

poem to introduce this beautiful poetry to you all. After reading this poem, I want

you to search and read the original text in order to feel pulchritude of the poem

and really understand what it means and what the poem is really about.


